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supertorrent is an application for file sharing over a network. it is designed with speed in mind, so to achieve this, it supports http multi-parts, http range requests and mirroring of large files. it provides a user-friendly interface, allowing for a plethora of settings and features. supertorrent includes a tracker control panel, which allows
to host a torrent that is downloaded automatically by other supertorrent clients. supertorrent serves as a single and unified source of metadata for a whole network of computers. it also supports re-announcing torrents, which allow for users to re-post torrent files they have already downloaded, to still be able to share their files even
if the original files are no longer available. it has a large plugin system which allows third party programs to integrate supertorrent into their own client-side applications, or to add or modify functionality. supertorrent is the first application to fully support http multi-parts; the same file can be downloaded simultaneously from several

sources. this mode works very well with native windows clients that are capable of downloading many parts at once, such as 7-zip. supertorrent is a library and as such has no gui of its own. it is not hardcoded to any desktop platform or to any programming language. supertorrent is written entirely in java; it was designed with
portability in mind and contains virtually no platform-specific code. suprtorrent includes full support for http range headers, as well as the ability to rewrite the start and end values in the response. it allows the downloading of files larger than the available ram limit. 5ec8ef588b
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